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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [SB77]. → [MW79].

1 [BRGP78].

2 [Ano76a].

3 [Ano77a]. 360 [HP78].

4 [Ano78a].

5 [Ano79a].

**Abstraction** [ZL78]. **Abstractions** [GY76a, LZ75]. **Access** [Cer77, Gli79, Har77a, HKN79, JL76, MA79]. **Achieve** [Ano76m]. **Acknowledgment** [Ano76b, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano79b]. **Address** [Smi77]. **Advance** [Ano76c, Ano77c, Ano78d, Ano78e, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano79e]. **advertisement** [Ano76d, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f]. **Aid** [Ham77, Rei77, Sto77a]. **Aided** [BBD77, TH77]. **Aiding** [RKC75]. **aids** [BMU75]. **Aladdin** [Fai79]. **Algebra** [Sto77b, Pai75]. **Algorithm** [Mis78c]. **Algorithms** [Rob79, Smi78, Sto77a, Zwe77]. **Allocation** [Boc78, SB78]. **Allow** [SKB77]. **Alphanumeric** [SF77]. **Alphard** [WLS76]. **Alternatives** [Ano77c]. **Analysis** [AC79, Ano78f, Ano78v, CHT79, Chi78, CC77, Els76, Fra78, Goe80, GM79, Har77b, How76, KSY77, Kod78a, LCC76, Rob79, RS77, Ros77, SW78, SH79a, SH79b, Smi77, TH77, End75, SV75]. **Analytic** [CBDU75]. **Analytical** [Mar79]. **Analyzing** [Wat79].

Ano78-35, Ano78-27, Ano78-36, Ano78-30, Ano78-28, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano79-29, Ano79w, Ano79-30, Ano79x, Ano79-31, Ano79y, Ano79-32, Ano79z, Ano79-33, Ano79-27, Ano79-34, Ano79-28, BBD77, CHS77, Gho76, HW77, MW78a, Sto77b, TH77, Ano76v, Ano76w, Ano76x, Ano77-34, Ano77-35, Ano77-36, Ano77-37, Ano77-38, Ano79-36, MBGK75.

Computer-Aided [BBD77, TH77].


Constrained-Path [Kun78]. Construct [BBS + 79, For78]. Constructing [BK76, Ryd79]. Construction [Mis78c, WLS76]. Constructive [Weg77].
contents [Ano75p, Ano75q, Ano75r, Ano75s, Ano76c, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano78k, Ano78l, Ano78m, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano79k, Ano79l, Ano79m, Ano79n]. Context [HKN79, S077].

Contraction [Par79]. Contrast [Old77]. Control [Ada77, BRGP78, BSW9, GK78, GY76a, HKN79, MA79, Pra78, Sto79, WHH79, Roc75]. Controlling [CS78, JI76].

Convention [Tow79]. Conversion [Sto77b]. Copies [Sto79]. copyright [Ano79-35].

Corporate [Coo78]. Correct [Gri76, Gri77].

Correction [Ano76k, GG75a, Gri77, SH79a, Tai78].
Correctness [Bab79, Gri76, Gri77, Lam77].

Correspondences [AC79]. Corrigendum [Elg76a]. Cover [NH79, Ano75j, Ano75m, Ano75n, Ano75o].

Critical [For78, LLS81, Sto78a]. CSDL [Rou79]. Current [Gri76, Gri77].

Cycle [CS78, DN78, MW78b]. Cyclic [Fra78].

Data [AC79, Ano77t, BBS + 79, Chi78, Cla76, DDL78, For77, Gho76, GT76, Hua79, IB77, JL76, KSY77, Kow78a, LTP79, MM78, MS76, RHC76, Rip77, Rou79, SH79a, SH79b, Smi77, Sto79, Tow79, ZL78, CBDU75, GM75, GG75a, GG75b, LZ75].

Data-Base [KSY77].

Database [Ben79, BSW79, CC78, CK78, DLSW78, HY79, HKN79]. Databases [BRGP78].

Deadlock [MM79, RL79].

Debugging [BBS + 79, Fai79, Ott79].

Decision [DJ77, TW79]. Declaration [Tow79]. Defense [DN78].

Defining [HZ76, Led77]. Definition [MS77, RS77, Rou79]. Definitions [Mis78a].

Deletions [Knu77]. Department [DN78].

Dependent [HKN79]. Derivation [Gri76, Gri77, LP79].

Descent [CSA79].

Description [Sam77, SB77]. Descriptions [Sha78].

Design [And79, BE77, BP78, CM79, Cho78, CH79, GHS78, GT76, LLS81, Par76, PHW76, Pra78, RWS + 78, Rou79, Sch79, BMU75, GH75, Voi75].

Designer [Mor79].

Designer/Verifier [Mor79].

Designing [Par79]. Detection [Hua79, MM79, RL79, KY75].

Developer [MW78b].

Development [Ano76m, BJ79, Dal77, Dv77, HP78, Mil76, Par76, Rei77, BT75].

Dialogues [Kat79].

Differential [BRH79].

Digital [Ano78-29, Ano78-30, Cer77].

Digraphs [NH79]. Direct [CC76].

Direct-Execution [CC76].

Directed [Weg76].

Discrete [Kod78b].

Discussion [Goe80].

DISSECT [How77, How78a].

Distributed [BRGP78, CM79, Chi78, Gli79, HY79, MM79, Sil79, Sto78a, Sto79].

Distribution [Gho76].

Distributing [ZH79].

Do [Ano76m].

Documentation [TH77].

doesn't [Ano76v, Ano76w, Ano76x, Ano77-34, Ano77-35, Ano77-36, Ano77-37, Ano77-38, Ano79-36].

Down [CH79, Tow79, Mcc75b].

Drawings [WS79].
Dreams [MW79]. Driven [Fai79]. Dual [Bok79]. Due [CP79]. During [RWS+78]. Dynamic [Ano76k, BS76, Bok79, Cla79, GR78, GIL78, OB79, SKB77].

Ease [Par79]. Editor [Ano75f, Ano75g, Ano75h, Ano77r, Ano77s, Ano78s, Ano79a, Ano79v, Ano79r].

Editorial [Ano76l, Ano76m, Ano77t, Ano77u, Ano78t, Ano78u, Hal79, Mer78, Ano75j, Ste75].

Efficient [BS79, Smi77]. Empirical [How78b, Put78].

Encoded [SF77]. Engineering [Alf77, BBD77, HW77, IB77, Wil76, Ano76v, Ano76w, Ano77a, Ano77-34, Ano77-35, Ano77-36, Ano77-37, Ano77-38, Ano79-36, Chu75, Cul75, Mcc75a, Ano78u, Ano76a, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77a, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano78a, Ano78h, Hal79, Mer78, Ste75].

enhancement [BT75]. Environment [BE77, Chi78, HP78, Tom76, Bak75].

Environments [RH76, Tow79]. Equations [BRH79]. Equivalence [ABS78]. Erratum [Elg76a]. Error [SH79a, SH79b, Tai78].


Euclid [Wor79]. Evaluating [BZ79, CSA79].

Evaluation [And79, BE77, BRH79, Cer77, CH79, How77, How78a, RH75]. Even [DDL78]. Everything [Ano76m].

Evolution [DM77, RW76]. Example [BK76]. Exception [LS79].

Exclusion [HS78]. Execute [Cla76]. Execution [CC76]. Exercise [Pol79]. Experience [Han77, BMU75, LLS75]. Experiment [CH79, GT76, SH79a, SH79b, Woo79].

Experimental [GIL78, Fai75]. Experimentation [Tow79]. Expressions [Sha78]. Extendable [BBD77].

Extension [JL76, Par79]. extraction [Weg75].

Facility [San77, Fai75]. Factors [Sto78a].

Fall [Ano77q]. Fallibility [GY76b].

Families [Par76]. Family [PHW76]. Fault [GS78, LLS81, KY75, Ran75]. Favor [Rom77]. File [LLD79]. Find [Mer78].

Finite [CP79, Cho78]. Finite-State [Cho78]. Fixed [RH76]. Floating [MS76].

Floating-Point [MS76]. Flow [Hua79, Sha78, Sto77a, WHH79].

Flowcharts [Kod78a]. Flowgraphs [Kod78a]. Form [HW77, Ano79-35]. Formal [BSW79, CH78, Mis78a, Noo75]. Format [AC79]. Forms [GR78]. Fortran [WD75, RW76, RH76, WD75]. founded [Weg75]. Free [Chi78]. Frequency [ZH79].

Front [Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano75m, Ano75n, Ano78j].

Fully [BRGP78]. Fuzzy [CK78].

Game [HW77], Gannon [LLS81].

Gateway [BFL+76]. General [Ada77, Har79, Mar79, Put78, Tan76].

General-Purpose [Har79, Tan76].

Generalized [For78]. Generate [Cl76, Ell78]. Generation [GMO76, Har79, MS76, RHC76]. Generator [CL77, Gai77]. GO [Elg76a, Elg76b]. Goal [Weg76]. Goal-Directed [Weg76].

Grammar [GR78]. Graph [Ryd79].

Graphs [Pai77, Pai75]. group [SS75].

Guest [Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano75m, Ano77t, Ano77u, Ano78t, Ano78u, Hal79, Mer78, Ste75].

H [Ano79-37]. Halstead [Ano79-37, CSM+79]. Handling [LS79].

hardware [Wul75]. hardware/software [Wul75]. High [CC76, Wor76]. High-Level [CC76]. High-Resolution [Wor76]. Higher [HZ76]. History [Mcc75a]. Hut [HW77].

IBM [HP78]. Ideas [Gri76, Gri77, Ros77].
Measurements [Cla79]. Measures [Old77].
Measuring [CSM+ 79, Gor79a].
Mechanism [BRGP78, MS77].
Mechanized [Rom77]. Memory
[Ano76k, Ano79-37, BS76, BS79, Boc78,
Cer77, GK78, Mas79, Smi77, Smi78].
Message [And79]. Method
[Fra78, Mar79, Wat79]. Methodologies
[GY76b]. Methodology
[Alf77, BP78, HZ76, PB78, Chu75].
Methods [Mas79, Smi77, Weg77]. Metrics
[CSM + 79]. Microprocessor
[CC76]. Migration [GL79].
Millions [Ano76j].
Minicomputer [CL77]. Minimal
[PHW76]. Model
[ALS78, BE77, GT76, TW79, SS75].
Modeled [Boo79, Cho78]. Modeling
[DM77]. Modula
[And79]. Modular
[Han77]. Modularity [BZ79].
Monitoring [MBGK75]. monitors
[RKC75]. Multiattribute [LLD79].
Multidimensional [Ben79]. multidisciplinary [Voi75]. Multikey
[LC77]. Multilevel [ALS78]. Multiple
[GS78, LLS81, RKC75]. Optimization
[Boo79, Kat78]. Optimizing [Har79].
Order [HZ76]. Organization [KSY77].
Organize [Ano76z]. Overview
[BFL + 76]. own
[Ano76z].

Paper [LLS81]. Papers
[Ano76i, Ano77m, Ano77o, Ano77p,
Ano78n, Ano78o, Ano78q, Ano78r,
Ano78-29, Ano78-30, Ano79a, Ano79p,
Ano79q, Ano79r, Ano79s]. Parallel
[Bab79, BE77, Boc78, Gho76, MA79, Nut77].
Parsers [CSA79]. Partial
[BRH79]. Partitioning [Pfi77]. Pascal
[Bri75, SKB77, Wir75]. Path
[How76, Kun78, NH79]. Paths [GMO76].

Pattern
[Ano77t, Ano78f, Ano78v, Fut77, SB77].
Patterns [Kli77]. Perceived [DHI78].
Perfection [Ano76m]. Performance
[BRH79, Boo79, GT76, RGH78, SB75].
Periodic [GM79]. Perspectives [Rip77].
PFortran [WD75]. Physical [Zwe77].
Picture [WG76]. Picture-Building
[WG76]. PL [Els76, ELS77, MS77, ZH79].
PL/I [Els76, ELS77, MS77, ZH79].
placement [RKC75]. Plan
[Ano76d, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f]. Point
[MS76]. Policies [CC77]. Polish
[CS79]. Poor
[Tan76]. Portable
[RH76, WD75]. practical
[BT75]. Predicting
[SS75]. Presence
[HKN79]. Preserve
[Knu77]. Preventing
[Mck75]. Principal
[LC77]. Principles
[Mis78a]. Priority [PS75].
Privileges [Gli79]. Probabilistic
[Boo79]. Problem
[BJ76, Kun78, Put78, SOT7, Woo79, GM75].
Problem-Reduction
[BJ76]. Problem-Solving
[SO77]. Problems
[GMO76, NH79]. Process
[MW78b]. Processes
[Boc78, Sch79, SB78].
Processing
Processor [Bok79, Nut77, Sto78a, Tan76].
Production [Led77, Rom77, Tom76, Bak75].
Productivity [Che78, SS75].
Professionals [Ano78g].
Profiles [Els77].
Prog [Fra78].
Program [Ano76c, Ano78c, Ano78d, Ano78e, BGW78, BBS79, Che78, CS79, DM77, Ets77, GMO76, Gor79a, Gor79b, Han78, HW77, How78a, How78b, Hua79, Kat78, Kun78, LPT79, Mas79, NH79, Pai75, Pai77, Par76, Pol79, RHC76, Ry76, Rip77, Ryd79, Voi75, Wal77, Weg76, Weg77, WHF79, Fai75, GLB75].
program-testing [Fai75].
Programmer [Che78, RS78].
Programming [DK76, Elg76a, Elg76b, Els77, GY76a, GY76b, Han77, MW78a, Mis78a, Sch79, Tai78, Tom76, Van79, Wil76, Bak76, Bri75, GH75, HS75, Mcc75b, Mck75, Noo75, Pai75, SS75, SV75, Wir75].
Programming-in-the-Large [DK76].
Programming-in-the-Small [DK76].
Programs [Bab79, BS79, BK76, BJ76, CM79, CHT79, Cla76, DM77, Els76, Gri76, Gri77, Ham77, Lam77, MW79, MA79, Watt79, WLS76, ZH79, BM75, BY75, End75].
Project [CS78, HW77].
Proof [HA79].
Proofs [Gri76, Gri77, Mis78a].
Properties [LLD79].
Property [Weg75].
Protection [HKN79].
Protocol [Har77a].
prover [Moo75].
Proving [Bab79, BM75, BJ76, Lam77].
PSA [TH77].
Pseudorandom [CL77, Gai77].
PSL [TH77].
PSL/PSA [TH77].
Psychological [CSM*79, Rei77].
Publications [Ano76b, Ano78a, Ano79a].
Qualitative [Gor79b].
Quality [DHI78].
Quantitative [Ott79, RDB75].
Quarterly [Ano78f, Ano78v].
Query [CK78, HY79, Rei77].
Queue [PS75].
Queueing [Mar79].
Queues [CP79].
Queuing [GM79, Spi79, TW79].
rams [Fra78].
Random [GK78, PS75, Spi79].
Randomness [Knu77].
Ranges [Har77b].
Real [Alf77, Kod78a, Sch79, Mcc75a].
Real-Time [Alf77, Kod78a, Sch79, Mcc75a].
Reassignment [Bok79].
Recognition [Ano77t, Far77, SB77].
Records [LSM78].
Recoverability [ALS78].
recovery [CBDU75].
Recursive [CSA79].
Reduction [BJ76].
Redundant [BRGP78].
Referees [Ano76b, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano79b].
references [GM75].
Refinement [Tow79].
Reflections [Ano77u].
Region [For78].
Relational [Rip77].
Reliability [Goe80, How76, LLS75, SW78, GH75, Mus75].
Reliable [SB78, Wal75, BM75, Cul75].
Replacement [Wal77].
reply [Bak76].
Report [RS78].
Representation [Rip77].
Requirements [Alf77, Ano77u, BBD77, HKN79, Ot77, RS77].
Resolution [Wor76].
Resource [SB78, SKB77].
Resources [RL79].
Restructuring [GL78].
Retrieval [SF77].
Review [Gl79].
Revocation [Gl79].
RIG [BFL76].
Road [PB78].
Rochester [BFL76].
rollback [CBDU75].
Room [CP79].
Selection [RT78, Spi79, GG75a, GG75b].
Sequence [CP79]. Sequences [Boo79, Mis78c]. Serializability [BSW79].
Serializers [HA79]. Servers [GM79]. Service [Spi79]. Set [Kat79, Smi78].
Sets [Weg75]. Shapiro [LLS81]. Shared [JL76, RL79]. Simple [CH79]. Simulation [BJ76, CM79].
Serializers [HA79]. Servers [GM79]. Service [Spi79]. Set [Kat79, Smi78].
Sets [Weg75]. Shapiro [LLS81]. Shared [JL76, RL79]. Simple [CH79]. Simulation [BJ76, CM79].
REFERENCES

Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano78k, Ano78l, Ano78m, Ano79j, Ano79k, Ano79l, Ano79m, Ano79n, Task [CS78], Tasks [CSM+79], team [Voi75], Technique [GY76a, Mis78c, TH77, BT75], Techniques [HA79, Rob79, LZ75], Technological [DN78], Technology [Ano77c], Test [Cla76, GMO76, MS76, RHC76, GG75a, GG75b], Testing [Ano76m, Cho78, Ham77, How76, How77, How78a, How78b, Kun78, NH79, RH75, Sam77, Fai75, RKC75], Text [WHH79], Their [Smi78, End75, Pai75], theorem [Moo75], Theoretical [How78b], theory [GG75a, GG75b, Mus75], Third [Ano78u], Throughput [CP79, Wal77], Tidy [WS79], Time [AC79, All77, Boc78, Cer77, Kod78a, Sch79, Mcc75a], Timing [War76], tolerance [Ran75], Tolerant [GS78, LLS81], Tone(R) [SF77], Top [CH79, Mcc75b, Tow79], Top-Down [CH79, Tow79, Mcc75b], Total [Bab79], Touch [SF77], Touch-Tone(R) [SF77], Toy [Ros78], Trace [Smi77], Transactions [Ano76a, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77a, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano78f, Ano78v, Ano78a, Ano78h, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano78k, Ano78l, Ano78m, Ano79a, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano79k, Ano79l, Ano79m, Ano79n, Ano78f, Ano78v], Transformation [CS79, Weg76], Translation [CK78, CST9, Led77], Tree [KSY77], Trees [Ben79, WS79], Tutorial [Ano78-29, Ano78-30, Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano79h, Ano76z], Two [GMO76, Smi77, Sto78a], Two-Processor [Sto78a], Types [LP79],

uniform [GM75], Unit [Woo79], Units [Sto77b], Unreliable [SB78], Until [Ano76m], Use [BZ79, Cla79, Ell78, Rei77, Smi78], User [DHI78], User-Perceived [DHI78], Using [GR78, Kat78, LP79, Sto77b, SB75], Utilization [Mas79],

V [HP78], validation [RDB75], Value [Har77b], Variables [Har77b], Verifiable [Ada77], Verification [CM79, Mis78b, Pol79, RY76, Van79, Weg77, WLS76, BY75, GLB75], Verifier [Mor79], Versus [DK76], Virtual [Ano76k, BS76, BS79, CC77, CH78, DJ77, GK78], Vol [Ano76a, Ano77a, Ano78a, Ano79a],

Waiting [CP79], Way [Mer78], Weapons [MW78b], Week79 [Ano79f, Ano79g, Ano79h], well [Weg75], well-founded [Weg75], Wellmade [BP78], Without [Elg76a, Elg76b],

X.25 [BJ79],
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